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Abstract. Modeling user interaction in information systems (IS) us-
ing Process Mining techniques is an intriguing requirement for designers
looking to optimize the use of various IS functionalities and make stored
resources more accessible. Discovered models can thus be used in future
work to present a set of recommendations to IS users. However, the large
number of generated logs or user’s traces result in complex models. To
address this problem, in this paper, we propose a new methodology for
grouping user traces prior to modeling using Formal Concept Analysis.
The clustering method relies on the GALACTIC framework to generate
relevant concepts, which are then used to select a specific concept for
each trace using a distance measure. Considering a trace as a sequence,
the proposed method generate concepts based on maximal common sub-
sequences. The experimental part shows that our method successfully
found the original clusters on a simulated dataset.

Keywords: Formal Concept Analysis, Trace clustering, Process mining,
GALACTIC

1 Introduction

The practical need to investigate how users interact with information systems by
examining their digital traces is growing significantly. Indeed, companies’ busi-
ness processes through these systems are fragmented, leaving users to determine
their own path to achieve their objectives. In such a context, the user’s journey
to perform a task (purchase of a product on a website, search for a document in
a digital library, etc.) corresponds to an ”unstructured process”. The meaning,
structure and results depend on the user’s skills.

In this work, we focus on the case of digital libraries in particular. Digital
libraries (DLs) are complex and advanced information systems that attract a
multitude of users for various information retrieval tasks. They store and manage
a large amount of digital documents and objects. They provide many services to
their users, such as the information retrieval system, personalization, etc [25].

To model the different paths leading DLs users to the resolution of their infor-
mation retrieval task, we chose to use process mining techniques. Process mining
proposes a suite of methods for discovering and modeling human behavior from
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digital traces generated during the interaction with information systems [1]. The
main advantage of these techniques is their ability to handle the whole informa-
tion retrieval process (the sequence of activities carried out by users from the
beginning to the end of their navigation). Therefore, a model depicting the users’
interactions can help system designers to answer users’ practical requirements,
on the one hand, and to present a set of recommendations to them, on the
other hand. Moreover, modeling user’s interactions could be helpful to optimize
systems’ design and improve the most used features

However, due to the increasing use of DLs, very large and complex event logs
are produced. These complex event logs pose additional challenges for process
mining techniques. The large number of generated logs leads to complex models,
commonly referred to as spaghetti models. These models can be challenging to
interpret and may not fulfill all users’ objectives [1,28]. Trace clustering tech-
niques are recommended to address this issue [8]. These techniques group event
logs based on similarities in executed activity sequences. Clustering approaches,
on the other hand, face many challenges. When applied to user interactions in
DLs, for example, numerous DLs users may have comparable sub-processes in
their navigation despite conducting a different type of research or pursuing the
same goal. Furthermore, despite the number of target clusters being uncertain,
created process models based on clustering must present disjoint models to iden-
tify users’ journeys.

In this paper, we propose a new trace clustering method for grouping user
interactions prior to modeling using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA for short),
a new FCA application. FCA is a data analysis method that focuses on the re-
lationship between a set of objects and a set of attributes in data. A concept
lattice, which is the main structure of FCA, gives us valuable insights from a
dual viewpoint based on the objects and the attributes. In this work, FCA can
be a solution to comprehend the users’ navigations, group them, and extract
the characteristics shared by this type of navigation. One limitation of the FCA
framework is the generation of a large number of concepts, which makes extract-
ing information from data more complex at times. To overcome this limitation,
we attempt to combine the FCA framework with traditional clustering methods,
beginning with generating a concept lattice and then extracting clusters based
on the generated concepts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. After introducing FCA and
process mining basics in Section 2 and 3 respectively, we discuss the related
work in Section 4. Section 5 describes the proposed approach. Then, Section 6
describes experiments on the synthetic dataset. We consecutively present the
event data and the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
and offers directions for future work

2 Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a field of data analysis for identifying rela-
tionships in the data set. It appears in 1982 [27], then in the Ganter and Wille’s
1999 work [12], it is issued from a branch of applied lattice theory that first
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appeared in the book of Barbut and Monjardet in 1970 [4]. The lattice property
guarantees both a hierarchy of clusters, and a complete and consistent navi-
gation structure for interactive approaches [9]. FCA is classically designed to
deal with data described by sets of attributes, thus binary data. The formal-
ism of pattern structures [11,16] and abstract conceptual navigation [9] extend
FCA to deal with non-binary data such as sequences, where patterns describe
data. Inspired by pattern structures, the NextPriorityConcept algorithm [7]
proposes a pattern mining approach for heterogeneous and complex data. The
GALACTIC platform implements the NextPriorityConcept algorithm and of-
fers an ecosystem of extensions for data processing. In a recent work, sequence
data analysis was proposed and implemented in the GALACTIC platform [6].

2.1 Definitions

We present some definitions related to FCA elements here, and then we briefly
present the NextPriorityConcept algorithm.

Let 〈G,M, I〉 be a formal context where G is a non-empty set of objects, M
is a non-empty set of attributes and I ⊆ G ×M is a binary relation between

the set of objects and the set of attributes. Let (2G,⊆) −−−→←−−−α
β

(2M ,⊆) be the
corresponding Galois connection where:

– α : 2G → 2M is an application which associates a subset B ⊆ M to every
subset A ⊆ G such that α(A) = {b : b ∈M ∧ ∀a ∈ A, aIb};

– β : 2M → 2G is an application which associates a subset A ⊆ G to every
subset B ⊆M such that β(B) = {a : a ∈ G ∧ ∀b ∈ B, aIb}.

A concept is a pair (A,B) such that A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , B = α(A) and
A = β(B). The set A is called the extent, whereas B is called the intent of
the concept (A,B). There is a natural hierarchical ordering relation between the
concepts of a given context which is called the subconcept-superconcept relation:

(A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) ⇐⇒ A1 ⊆ A2(⇐⇒ B2 ⊆ B1)

The ordered set of all concepts makes a complete lattice called the concept
lattice of the context, that is, every subset of concepts has an infimum (meet)
and a supremum (join).

2.2 The NextPriorityConcept algorithm

The NextPriorityConcept algorithm [7] computes concepts for heteroge-
neous and complex data for a set of objects G. It is inspired by Bordat’s
algorithm[5], also found in Linding’s work [20], that recursively computes the
immediate predecessors of a concept, starting with the top concept (G,α(G))
containing the whole set of objects, until no more concepts can be generated.

Descriptions as an application generating predicates The algorithm in-
troduces the notion of description δ as an application to provide predicates
describing a set of objects A ⊆ G. Each concept (A, δ(A)) is composed of a
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subset of objects A and a set of predicates δ(A) describing them, corresponding
to their pattern. Such generic use of predicates makes it possible to consider
heterogeneous data as input, i.e., numerical, discrete or more complex data. A
concept (A, δ(A)) can be interpreted as a generalized convex hull, where each
border of the hull corresponds to a predicate, and the elements inside the hull
correspond to the objects A that verify all the predicates. Unlike classical pat-
tern structures, predicates are not globally computed in a preprocessing step,
but locally for each concept as the border lines of a convex hull.

Strategies as an application generating selectors The algorithm intro-
duces the notion of strategy σ to provide predicates called selectors describing
candidates for an object reduction of a concept (A, δ(A)) i.e., for predecessors of
(A, δ(A)) in the pattern lattice. A selector proposes a way to select a reduced set
A′ ⊂ A of objects and the concept (A′, δ(A′)) is candidate to be a predecessor of
(A, δ(A)). Several strategies can generate predecessors of a concept, going from
the naive strategy classically used in FCA that considers all the possible pre-
decessors, to strategies allowing to obtain few predecessors and smaller lattices.
Selectors are only used for the predecessors’ generation, they are not kept either
in the description or in the final set of predicates. Therefore, choosing or testing
several strategies at each iteration in a user-driven pattern discovery approach
would be interesting.

The main result in [7] states that the NextPriorityConcept algorithm
computes the formal context 〈G,P, IP 〉 and its concept lattice (where P is the
set of predicates describing the objects in G, and IP = {(a, p), a ∈ G, p ∈ P :
p(a)} is the relation between objects and predicates) if description δ verifies
δ(A) v δ(A′) for A′ ⊆ A.

2.3 GALACTIC

GALACTIC is a new platform for computing patterns from heterogeneous and
complex data that extend the approach of pattern structures [11] and logical
concept analysis [10]. It’s a development platform for a generic implementation
of the NextPriorityConcept [7] algorithm allowing easy integration of new
plugins for characteristics, descriptions, strategies and meta-strategies.

The GALACTIC platform allows the analysis of binary, numerical and cate-
gorical data. Sequences handling have been added to the platform recently [6]
and multiple descriptions and strategies are available for simple, temporal, and
interval sequences. Simple Sequences have three descriptions: Maximal Common
Subsequences, Prefixed Common Subsequences and K-Common Subsequences.
Simple Sequences also have two strategies: Naive Strategy and Augmented Strat-
egy. They aim to extract subsequences from a sequence in various ways.

Meta-strategies act as filters for other strategies. The LimitFilter meta-strategy
selects predecessors whose measure is above/below a threshold. It is possible for
example to use confidence, support and cardinality measures to limit the gener-
ation of concepts to those who respect a threshold of these measures.
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3 Process Mining

The idea of process mining was introduced by Aalst in 2004 [2]. Process min-
ing is a data analytics technique that extracts knowledge from execution traces
in today’s information systems. These techniques provide novel methods for
discovering (Process discovery), evaluating (Conformance checking), and
improving processes (Process enhancement) in a wide range of application
domains [1]. The growing interest in process mining is justified, on the one hand,
by the large number of recorded traces that provide detailed information about
the process history and, on the other hand, by the ability of these techniques to
deal with the entire process (a complete process having a start activity and an
end activity).

CaseId User Date Activity label

1 user1 2016-01-12T10:34:25 home index

2 user2 2016-01-12T10:36:25 home index

1 user1 2016-01-12T10:34:26 home languages

1 user1 2016-01-12T10:34:28 language selection

3 user3 2016-01-12T10:36:26 home index

3 user3 2016-01-12T10:36:27 catalog show

Table 1: Sample of DL event logs

Event logs and process models are two fundamental artifacts used in process
mining [1]. An event log corresponds to the set of execution traces (i.e. pro-
cess instances) that delivers a specific service or product. For example, to make
an online purchase, a user has to subscribe, select a product and proceed to
payment. All of these activities are a specific trace of the main process (online
purchase). For example, as shown in Table 1, for DLs, each user could be a case
that follows a research process. The sequence of events related to a particular
case is called a trace. Each row records an executed event, which contains infor-
mation such as the identifier of each event (CaseId), the userId, the activity
label, the timestamp (i.e. day, hour, minute and second) and some additional
attributes regarding the event. Formally, an event logs L = {t1, t2, ..., tk} is a
set of k traces where each trace ti (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is a set of ni consecutive events
ti =< ei1, ei2, ...eini > made by the same CaseID [1].

Process models are destined to represent the whole of event logs. They depict
the sequence of activities, decision points, and flow of information or resources
within the process. Process models can be created using various notations, such
as BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation), Petri nets or Directly follows
graphs [1].

Many process discovery methods have been proposed to generate process
models in the literature. For digital library users’ interactions, Trabelsi et al. [26]
studied the contribution of Process Mining techniques to analyze the digital li-
brary users’ behaviors and to thus generate effective models from such unstruc-
tured processes. The authors executed the most-known process discovery tech-
niques through two sets of event logs produced by users researching documents
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in a digital library. Then, they presented and evaluated the models generated
by best performing Process Mining techniques. Results showed that the Induc-
tive Miner algorithm [17] achieves the best scores for both datasets. To evaluate
the quality of the resulting process models of each method, authors used four
typical metrics [3]: Fitness, which indicates the accordance of the model with
the event log. An existing way to calculate the Fitness, is to determine how well
the event log aligns with the model when replaying the traces on it [3]. Pre-
cision corresponds to the rate of activities in the event logs compared to the
total of activities enabled in the process model. Generalization: it is related to
the unseen behavior. This criterion aims to measure the ability of the model to
generalize the behavior seen in the logs. A suitable model has to find a balance
between these metrics [1]. Finally, Simplicity is related to a process model’s
complexity by capturing the simplicity dimension.

However, many other process mining works showed that discovering a single
process model for an entire log is unsuitable, especially over a large dataset.
Discovery algorithms usually lead to complex and/or overfitted models such as
the well-known spaghetti or flower model [1]. Furthermore, various types of users
behaviors can be included in the overall event logs. To tackle this issue, existing
works proposed trace clustering methods prior to modeling [8].

Trace clustering in process mining is a collection of techniques for grouping se-
quences with similar characteristics to extract a model for each. Four approaches
have been developed: trace-based clustering groups similar traces based on their
syntax similarity; Feature-based clustering converts each trace into a vector of
features based on its characteristics; Model-based clustering uses the process
model’s properties as input for clustering; and hybrid-based clustering combines
previous methods [24,28,25]. Our work in this article, belongs to the trace-based
approach since we consider the syntax similarity of traces for the clustering.

4 Related works

This section introduces and discusses related works on the application of FCA
in clustering and the enhancement of process models.

In the context of clustering, authors in [23] demonstrated how FCA tech-
niques could be used for clustering categorical data. A global support value was
used to specify which concepts can be candidate clusters. The best cluster for
each object was then determined using a score function. Furthermore, to assist
museum researchers in analyzing and evaluating item placement and visiting
styles, authors in [15] proposed an FCA approach comprised of two indepen-
dent steps: clustering and trajectory mining. A specific dataset was concerned
with the trajectories of visitors. Each trajectory is made up of a series of visited
items. Given that the trajectory dataset can be regarded as a sequential dataset,
a proper sequence clustering method is used where the distance between any two
sequences is obtained from the number of their common subsequences. On the
other hand, the mining of trajectory patterns is performed by two methods based
on FCA. These patterns are then used to find the characteristic behavior of each
cluster.
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In the context of process model enhancement in process mining, authors
in [13], proposed to apply the FCA to process enhancement which is one of
the main goals of process mining. Process enhancement consists of analyzing a
discovered process from an event log, and improving its efficiency based on the
analysis. For process enhancement, by FCA, authors defined subsequences of
events whose stops are fatal to the execution of a process as weak points to be
removed. In their method, the extent of every concept is a set of event types,
and the intent is a set of resources for events in the extent, and then, for each
extent, its weakness is calculated by taking into account event frequency. They
also proposed some ideas to remove the weakest points. In this line, authors in
[22], demonstrated that FCA can provide additional insights in situations closely
related to potential value leaks in processes.

A few amounts of works focused on the analysis of digital traces. For in-
stance, authors in [14], proposed a new method for automatically extracting
smartphone users’ contextual behaviors from the digital traces collected during
their interactions with their devices. Their goal was to understand the impact
of users’ context (eg, location, time, environment, etc.) on the applications they
run on their smartphones. Based on the presented works, it is clear that FCA
techniques can extract relevant information from event logs, allowing analysts to
gain insights into the process and formulate and validate its hypotheses. Trace
clustering using FCA can help process mining and allows detecting profiles to
have more explainable user behaviors. In this work, we propose a new trace
clustering method for grouping execution traces before process modeling.

5 Proposed method: Trace clustering using FCA

The proposed approach can be divided into two parts. The first part consists
of generating a concept lattice using the NextPriorityConcept algorithm.
Then, in the second part, trace clustering is performed based on the generated
clusters in the lattice. The main idea is to use the knowledge carried by the
traces to construct a concept lattice. Each concept (cluster) then contains a set
of traces with their description.

For this purpose, we use the GALACTIC platform described above. The descrip-
tion of a set of traces can be of different forms. For event logs, we use Maximal
Common Subsequence description (MCS), where traces are transformed into se-
quences of activities and then described by their maximal common subsequences.
Moreover, the Numerical description describes a set of traces by their maximal
and minimal size. Table 2 shows an example of three traces, with their descrip-
tion. As we mentioned in Section3, a trace is a sequence of activities (or events)
and a description is a set of predicates. For example, in this table, we have a
sequential predicate that represents the common subsequence of the three traces
and two numerical predicates defining the maximal and minimal length of the
traces.

Therefore, we use these two descriptions and the naive strategies to generate
the concept lattice. We also use the LimitFilter as meta-strategy that limits the
number of generated predecessors to those of cardinality greater than a given
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Trace id Trace Description

t1
〈 home index, home topics,
home show topic selection, catalog show 〉 chain match (’home index’,

’catalog show’)
and ’nb activities’>=3
and ’nb activities’<=5

t2 〈 home index, home topics, catalog show 〉

t3
〈 home index, catalog index query, catalog show,
catalog index filter, catalog show 〉

Table 2: Example of description of three traces

threshold. Our problem here is that a trace may be present in many concepts as
FCA generates overlapping clusters. As it seems to be a drawback for FCA-based
clustering, it may lead to better results. First, clustering methods are based on
the distance between traces which is a kind of distance calculation, whereas using
FCA, the concepts/clusters discovery is based on sequences and their common
subsequences (symbolic approach). Second, existing clustering methods may be
robust, but they generate a local minimum for each execution. Last, the lattice
generated by FCA contains by default all the clusters, using FCA will certainly
generate the exact clusters we are seeking alongside with other clusters, we just
have to find the right ones from the lattice.

One solution to get a disjoint clustering is to assign a score function that
evaluates the distance between a trace and all its concepts, and then select the
best concept for this trace. The score function was introduced firstly by [23].
The data used by the authors was binary data, and the score function uses the
frequency of the attributes. In this work, we propose a score function that uses
the distance between a trace and the concept description.

Let A = {t1, t2, ...tk} be a set of traces where each trace ti is a set of events
ti = 〈ei1, ei2, ...eini

〉, and c = (A, δ(A)) be a concept, where the description δ(A)
is defined by:

δ(A) = δSeq(A) ∪ δNum(A)

Where δSeq(A) is a set of predicates of sequential data, and δNum(A) is a
set of predicates of numerical data. We define Score as a function that gives a
distance value between a trace t and a concept c where t ∈ A by:

Score(t, c) =
dSeq(t, δSeq(A)) + dNum(t, δNum(A)))

2
, where:

– dSeq(t, δSeq(A)) is the edit distance between two sequences: the trace se-
quence, and the predicate sequence of δSeq(A) that is a subsequence of t.
The edit distance is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and sub-
stitutions required to transform one sequence to another [19].

– dNum(t, δNum(A)) is simply the mean of absolute values of the difference
between the size of t and the numeric values of the predicates in δNum(A).

Algorithm 1 introduces the Lattice-Based Trace Clustering approach, which
accepts a lattice L and a list of traces T as input and produces a list of disjoint
concepts that represent a set of clusters for the traces given as input.
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The algorithm starts by calculating each couple’s scores (trace, concept)
(lines 1, 2). Then it selects one concept with the highest score value for each trace
(lines 3, 4). In the case of score equality between a trace and many concepts,
the selection is then made by selecting the concept with the highest cardinality.
Finally, we create the clusters with the selected concepts and their traces (lines
5-15).

Algorithm 1 Lattice Based Trace Clustering

Input: A concept lattice L and a list of traces T
Output: A set of clusters

1: // Calculate the scores for each couple (trace, concepts)
2: TC ← triples of (Trace, Concept, Score)
3: // Select the best concept for each trace
4: TC ← couples of (Trace, Concept) where the score is the highest
5: // calculate the clusters
6: Clusters← ∅ // (Concept, ∅) list of clusters
7: for tc ∈ TC do
8: Trace, Concept← tc
9: if Concept ∈ Clusters then:

10: Clusters[Concept].add(Trace)
11: else
12: Clusters.add(Concept, {Trace})
13: end if
14: end for
15: Return Clusters

6 Experiments

6.1 Datasets

As mentioned in the introduction, we chose information systems conceived for
Digital Libraries (DLs) as a case study. To validate our new trace clustering
method based on the FCA, we simulated DLs users’ search behaviors 1 by repro-
ducing the characteristics of the main categories described by Marchionini [21].
This experimental strategy is simplified compared to the use of real data. Our
objective is the validity of the approach. Its main goal is to assess the ability
of the proposed approach to model users’ behaviors. By leveraging a simulated
dataset, the study benefits from the controlled environment and the availability
of ground truth information, enabling a comprehensive evaluation of the FCA-
based clustering method’s performance.

The simulated dataset distinguishes three types of traces. Lookup traces
where users can access precisely identified documents with few manipulations
via the search engine or by browsing through the various document categories.
Borderline traces where users can access documents within a well-defined sub-
ject area, using multiple searching methods and filtering results. Finally, Ex-

1 based on https://projectblacklight.org/

https://projectblacklight.org/
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ploratory traces, where users can access a wide range of documents in various
fields and types, using more advanced search and filtering functions [21].

The simulated dataset contains quantitatively 100 traces distributed as 40
lookup traces, 30 borderline traces and 30 exploratory traces. Each trace is
related to a user. Obviously, exploratory traces which are the most complex
cover more than 10 types of events for a total of events (310). The borderline
traces are made from 6 types of events (170 events) and the lookup traces are
limited to 5 types of events for a total of 140 events.

catalog_index_filter (30)

catalog_show (220)

30

catalog_index_query (70)

20

50

10

30

30

home_periods (30)
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10
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Fig. 1: Discovered Directly Follows Graph for the whole simulated event logs

The process model in Figure 1 is a Directly-Follows Graph (DFG) 2 discov-
ered on the simulated dataset. The process discovery method utilized considers
the events and their frequency in the event logs and the frequency of direct
succession between events [18]. The event logs will be mapped to a DFG whose
vertices are events and edges are the direct relations. However, as previously
said, understanding a DFG incorporating many sorts of research is far from sim-
ple for designers. It is usually easier to find each kind in a distinct graph rather
than from the entire graph (cf. Figure 1).

6.2 Clustering results using FCA

In this part, we provide the experimental results related to the clustering on
the simulated DL event logs. Our aim is to retrieve the three desired DL users’

2 Along this paper, we use Directly-Follows Graph to show our models instead of Petri
Net for simplicity.
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groups described in the simulated data using the proposed clustering method
based on FCA. Figure 2 shows the Hasse diagram of the generated lattice using
the MCS and the Numerical descriptions and their respective Naive strategies.
We use a Cardinality measure to limit the generation of concepts to those where
the number of traces didn’t exceed a given cardinality parameter (here 25). The
generated lattice contains 20 concepts. In this figure, the $ symbol represents
the id of the concept and the # symbol represents the number of traces of this
concept. Each concept comprises two parts, the upper part, where we can see the
description represented by a set of predicates, and the lower part where we can
identify traces by their ids. The concept $14 here contains 30 traces described
by two predicates:

– Chain predicates δSeq: chain match (’home index’, ’catalog show’, ’catalog show’,
’catalog show’, ’catalog show’)

– Numerical predicates δNum: ’nb activities’≥11

$0: #100
$2: #80

'nb_activities'>=4

$1: #90

'nb_activities'<=11

$3: #70

'nb_activities'<=6

$4: #70

$5: #60

chain match ('home_index', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_show')
'nb_activities'>=5$6: #50

'nb_activities'<=5

$7: #50 $8: #50 $9: #50

'nb_activities'>=6
$10: #40

'nb_activities'<=4

['d429239f1c4336c4304b0a5478695246', '410f84f8ac1409e1aa189eba03c9a26c', 
'a43970e38177d500fe683071a48e5077', '2df5b7e2868437fce6d51aa44475bd3c', 
'3b38d8f81d9006496b0271774db5164a', 'dd5c299997793cdd6f3ff7a9bfe0a725', 
'0c2cd5b9c95aef18127a9bf5b7dd752e', '3c569bc2f364a967bc6a90a0eae4bbf5', 
'78daa4ff66c42f052f595d8734f267da', 'f4e84c9242885eae0add583d69f29754', 
'e7ac7a275438eac2fc2c8e34c22dea35', 'b834959cbd0e8dd6c55952698758e15a', 
'54b044e473e338a88a10b794c14a9414', 'f15003480ac5945a89db3012cc932eb4', 
'2d73a1da4ef1cb98fcf26822d092f26d', '4d4e2d2553159f104a1e562470def69f', 
'4af835755e5c663269acd03c9f6f9172', 'd8f58d90faef743e87764e2dcce01b68', 
'89a6f0f4b956567455af75b5e6a6aa75', '97f97ed70bd27b567300d9393ad37473']

$12: #30 $13: #30 $11: #40

$14: #30

chain match ('home_index', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_show')
'nb_activities'>=11

['ebae14317af361ecb2903bd625cfe982', 'ade0f13d6b4212242e00acf726952efa', 
'3d596f570d3f208f1598348f4e59a5b3', '1bcde1d91980f84dda0739497144f077', 
'7f2de7809443f74fa35b6489c9844bbc', 'c2aeab65e848fb7709668630625cb04e', 
'bc7f684439a32f192a4bc876ef9751c1', '4c3dfa60df43979d47a823b0fdfc8c86', 
'e72cf9c9f5890f78b7fe15530fa4e11e', '954ba6f1a437663e89af2092c8e4a358']

$15: #20

['d61970af73a5efde20cc7739dea83fa6', 'c7841cb358065094e46c00c94da517c4', 
'14e8b412346cf048a9d6e9af310a1c09', '3ab8b18ddcf568a746c21a5d531cd777', 
'1f16b60fb4589a5c866924db32b8faa5', 'fd4e4efa489e130843547044eb494eec', 
'66936c60de0c13512764e00fca3cfd84', '23354ba6c439d761540c8359422d6d70', 
'1662e06538819767ca1976d4a99c39b8', '7aa0001957b27affe320632597a4d356', 
'bc32fa70a0a0ff3190609b16bd2030ad', '6254e6751c2d41a59f6383729a53d8c8', 
'6c8c6e22b59c8dd8228e84aa2cd76c13', '71f264e22d3325ab4948aaf2a3424bbf', 
'916174ea33f6ddf692fab663a4751b20', 'd191fbcc1d8f6543e9da1f8a0e044149', 
'a667d7a66a8ca21ca0b6e9e98be0af99', '683acf109dbbaf11f74359b9ac119eaf', 
'15555473eb956a557920e5edaac1adab', '877194f8042a9f3cbbc2e1627baadfb0']

$16: #20

chain match ('home_index', 'home_topics', 'home_show_topic_selection', 'catalog_show')
chain match ('home_index', 'home_topics', 'home_show_topic_selection', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_show')

['7341549eb63aa220a2ee3a9c6fd2e006', '96647018866182675d0127fb8622cffd', 
'b4c25be701fe4b9520d7290066dee9f3', '9646585ae6ccdf985a944a679f6211f5', 
'5d4d8ad80132944ff6e6669a3b61fd08', '13f8941c6e8d981068e9c672b02cf0d0', 
'9125d8c82c37975d8dc298c50d264d21', 'c3b6c0006d1effeeadbf1d9ca11fdaf3', 
'5c2e615854f2da790fdf1f2a369bad5a', '3fca25cffa1fa3cb4a54713b409d105f', 
'dae1585f72a0969bfe05907327a8ea51', '0addfc922c503ab5b691881974d5b91b', 
'389142f67ec453b8010075716fb88c7a', '558f24e1daa8251458cb262298f6e6fa', 
'ab46360eb7e447b5e9986e6c59a3b3fc', '936d8ee7c2c84b6444d4c3ab06fba6ea', 
'10054c1a762ea36c4c3963565e8af799', '7a57c7f0a0137fdd3ad9bbc30d0de40b', 
'9ab6bd564b0912408455363f8a453cf1', '120f1d875aba304edcc63070028985e7']

$17: #20

['7b8416f56f48784d0cbb068c784c75d1', '0c96a032b9245655cacb76f8a76c28d7', 
'7a62fee235fecdcbaf329c8f249b5fbb', '6312fc1e4c54d73797f2713ceb7d2af9', 
'd0f3d5a8c20865a68873f339cff31905', 'a34f6dc9c0efbdb07782ec2f04d779ff', 
'c25994a5e60a92204ebacf48d0541cab', '18f2adb0cdf9baa8b8695b89ce927679', 
'b290351e054c98dcab7e88d0290ab60a', 'bb1d92575e9e36e7f849d94febb3e9ba', 
'0248abfbcb340064c85c51a00018213f', 'b2d16e2920e75bebba97b39e49fbffb4', 
'515e7e438b0cf776edac3415b7c12dac', 'e0c6ba970f32bd5441053e961f615f49', 
'60a77f2a260b706071cbe289a3d6a4e6', '34137f9d8c598f6493f54bfcd81101f5', 
'fca40e05609a186005cbfe439d55d630', 'f7096a45df0f27630c4a6fca8258a6cf', 
'e80ab1bcfbbad1a6d3beb9e191a21abf', '6f2c4c78cb1240497a5e3380cb57e1e3']

$18: #10

chain match ('home_index', 'catalog_index_query', 'catalog_show', 'catalog_index_filter', 'catalog_show')

['6cd5e3cb9e23f7338e77238a3ef982b5', '7c5d340298566d6e2b56e1a2634a9a6c', 
'438e3a6ebc8980c299ece4220f6f7608', '547c3e61618b53f2276e9f31eb3a4bc8', 
'd9b887a0792e6db98235980661ee285f', 'e4e539e0f32dc470f0b5399bb25fc75d', 
'4183abd594c013274f5c5b396e8c6c9a', '07f916c50017f0a9a19b85039a378fe3', 
'e694f550f554b979a9f82bad32cd17de', 'b646c56b004f4a3e1870192feb1e5276']

$19: #0

chain match {}

Fig. 2: Hasse diagram of the concept lattice generated by the MCS and Numerical
descriptions and their respective Naive strategies with cardinality 25, with a
zoom of concept $14

Remember that in this lattice, a trace may be present in different concepts.
To perform a disjoint clustering, we use our method to select one concept for each
trace. Table 3 shows the selected concepts, their description, and the number of
traces in each class. We clearly can conclude that this is a perfect clustering as
each concept represents the exact initial class.
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Cluster 1 2 3

Description

chain match
(’home index’,
’catalog show’)
and ’nb activities’>=3
and ’nb activities’<=12

chain match
(’home index’,
’catalog show’,
’catalog show’)
and ’nb activities’>=5
and ’nb activities’<=12

chain match
(’home index’,
’catalog show’,
’catalog show’,
’catalog show’,
’catalog show’)
and ’nb activities’>=11
and ’nb activities’<=12

Lookup 40 0 0

Borderline 0 30 0

Exploratory 0 0 30

Table 3: The selected concepts with their description and the number of traces
in each class
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Fig. 3: The number of concepts and clusters according to cardinality change

However, this method only sometimes finds the exact number of classes we
are looking for; if we change the cardinality parameter, we may have more/fewer
concepts in the lattice and thus more/fewer resulting clusters. Figure 3 shows
the number of clusters found according to the cardinality parameter.

6.3 Process modeling Results

In this part, we provide the experimental results related to the process modeling
step using the process discovery algorithm (the Inductive Miner algorithm). After
discovering the Petri nets using the process discovery algorithm, we used the four
metrics, that we mentioned previously in Section 3, to evaluate the models: the
Fitness criteria, the Precision, the Generalization and the Simplicity.
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Table 4 compares the process models discovered for each event log clus-
ter (three clusters) and the process model mined from the complete simulated
dataset. The results indicate that the FCA-based method consistently achieves
the highest Precision scores for each discovered process model, demonstrating
its effectiveness in accurately identifying process patterns compared to the dis-
covered process models from the complete real logs. Additionally, this method
shows a superior balance between Precision and Generalization, suggesting its
ability to capture both specific and generalized process behaviors effectively in a
more balanced manner. Moreover, the FCA clustering method outperforms oth-
ers in terms of Simplicity, highlighting its capability to provide straightforward
and easily understandable process representations.

Real logs Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Fitness 1 1 1 1
Precision 0,406 1 0,496 0,414
Generalization 0.853 0.734 0.760 0.800
Simplicity 0.696 0.779 0.700 0.739

Table 4: Process models comparison metrics for the simulated DL event logs
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20
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10
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10

10

●

40

Fig. 4: Discovered DFG from the first cluster : lookup event logs

In addition to the aforementioned findings, Figure 4 provides visual evidence
supporting the effectiveness of the proposed FCA clustering method in generat-
ing the expected event log clusters, namely Lookup, Borderline, and Exploratory
traces. These clusters align with the outcomes mentioned in Section 6.2.

For example, the process model derived from the first cluster exhibits the
capability to gather users who can access specific documents with minimal ma-
nipulation, indicating its suitability for lookup-based activities. This confirms
the ability of the FCA clustering method to identify and group similar traces
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based on their underlying characteristics, leading to the discovery of process
models that align with the expected behavior and requirements.

7 Conclusion

This work focuses on extracting similar users’ journeys in information systems
with unstructured business processes. In this paper, we propose a new method to
cluster traces (users interactions) in process mining using FCA. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first process mining study processing users traces and
generating models for users and tasks using FCA techniques. The FCA clustering
method generates a lattice based on user traces and then uses a score function to
select one concept for each trace. Results showed the effectiveness of our method
for clustering users’ traces and modeling their journeys. The generated models
allow for the improvement of DL design by identifying unused features that
may require more documentation and improving useful ones related to frequent
events. Furthermore, based on the paths in models, designers can make practical
recommendations to help new users achieve their goals by following the event
sequences created by advanced users. For future work, it is desirable to work
with a large and real dataset that covers the whole journeys of DLs uses. Also,
we plan to explore more trace clustering algorithms to compare the obtained
results. Furthermore, considering the temporal information in generating the
lattice using the temporal sequence plugins of GALACTIC may be a promising
approach.
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